Literacy
Reading:
Stories with familiar settings.
 Seasons and senses poetry of a repetitive
nature.
 Labels, lists and captions.
 Use phonics as a decoding strategy.
Writing:
 Introduction to writing instructions.
 Think and say a sentence out loud.
 Practise sound talking as a pre-skill to
writing.
 Develop formation of lower case letters in
different letter families.
 Use finger spaces between words.
 Spell CVC words, phase 3 phonemes and
tricky words accurately.
 Write simple sentences.
 Describe superhero characters.

Computing




Take a photo, add sound and save it.
Select media to present information and
understand that you can edit content.
Create an animation.

Geography


Make ‘SuperVeg’ characters.
Make a superhero gadget.
Practise scissor skills through a variety of
paper crafts.

Form numerals correctly.
Counting forwards and backwards to 10
Identifying one more and one less.
Order and compare numbers within 10.
Addition within 10 introducing part/whole model.
Number bonds to 10. (e.g. 3+7=10, 4+6=10)
Problem solving with numbers to 10.

Music


Focus Texts
SuperDaisy
Supertato
My Mum is a Supermum




Religious Education
To understand that people are dependent on
the earth’s resources and look at the festival
of harvest.
Learn about the Creation story for different
faiths.
To understand that different cultures
celebrate different festivals.

Science



Learn about each of the 5 senses and use
these to investigate and explore the world
around us.
Identify, name, draw and label the basic parts
of the human body and say which part of the
body is associated with each sense.

Class singing and music lesson using our
superhero topic for inspiration.

Art



Autumn 1 - Superheroes

Introduce the 7 continents on a world map
and a globe.

Design and Technology/Food for life












Mathematics

Create an image of your Superhero self.
Look at and discuss the work of a famous
cartoon artist.

PE




‘Get fit to be a Superhero’

Multi skills to develop stamina and fitness
Use the idea of ‘invasion games’ to develop
an awareness of space.
Wake and Shake and Active breaks to focus
on well-being and readiness to learn

History



Develop an understanding of chronology:
designing a story board to show a day or
week in the life of a superhero.
Use of time connectives.

Learning for life





Social & Emotional Aspects of Learning
(SEAL) ‘New Beginnings’.
Exploring issues and themes through
Philosophy for Children (P4C).
Learn about the importance of hygiene and
keeping ourselves safe and healthy.
Healthy Minds focus – emotional regulation,
calming techniques, mindfulness exercises

